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The thermal conductivity of 23 different single crystals of natural and synthetic garnets
has been measured from 2 to 300 K. The heat is carried by phonons. Because the
garnets have 80 atoms per primitive unit cell, there are a large number of optical-phonon
modes which apparently do not contribute to the heat transport. The heat seems to be carried
mainly by the acoustic phonons with wave numbers less than about 125 cm ~. These acoustic
phonons can be scattered by rare-earth ions that have electronic levels of their pertially filled
4f shells that are at energies of 125 cm or less above the ground state. Such phonon scat-
tering has been observed in the aluminum and gallium garnets of the trivalent ions Dy, Tb,
Tm, Er, and Ho. The strength of the phonon scattering decreases in the order listed. This
"magnetic scattering" is absent for trivalent Y, Gd, and Lu.

I. INTRODUCTION

The thermal conductivity ~ of a number of dif-
ferent single-crystal garnets has been studied over
the temperature range 2-300 K. The purpose
of this study is to determine the intrinsic phonon
thermal conductivity of the rather complex garnet
lattice, and to determine whether the phonon scat-
tering from various trivalent rare-earth ions
substituted into this lattice is observable. Pre-
vious studies of the ~ of garnet crystals have been
made on Y,Fe,O,I, ' ' YSA1,0,3,

"Y,Ga50,3,
' and

Dy3A1,0». ' Theoretical calculations have also been
made for Y,Fe,O» The studies' ' show that
the crystals have a ~ of about 0. 07 to 0. 10 W/cmK
at 300 K and reach a g maximum of 1-5 W/cmK
near 20 K. There is some suggestion ' ' ' of
a magnon heat transport in Y,Fe,O» and also' in

DyBA1,0» for temperatures below 4 K. There are
no & measurements on YSFe,O» crystals through
the region of its Curie temperature at 560 K.
Some ceramic samples" of Y3Fe,O»-Ca3Fe&Si30»
have shown anomalies in ~ near their Curie tem-
peratures. There are no reports of resonant scat-
tering of phonons»'s from the low-lying electronic
levels' of the rare-earth ions in garnets. Phonon
scattering has been seen from Ho in holmium ethyl
sulfate"'6; Ce, Dy, Ho, and Yb in crystals"'" of
CaF~; and from Nd in crystals'6' of Ca%04,
Y,A1,0», and Y03. Some other thermal conduc-
tivity studies20~ on semiconducting compounds
containing rare-earth ions may show signs of pho-
non scattering by the rare-earth ions, but this in-
terpretation is questionable at present.

Of great importance to the present study are the
electronic energy levels of the ground-state mani-
fold of the trivalent rare-earth ions in the dodeca-
hedral sites of the garnetlattice. Many of the levels
have been determined by optical techniques for
Nd 23~e Gd 87 Tb 38~3 ~ 34-39 Ho 4~ Et ~Jy y

Tm, ' '" "and Yb. '6 The energies of these levels,
except for Nd, are given in Table I. Since an en-
ergy of 1 cm-' corresponds to kT with T=1.44 K,
it can be seen from Table I that many iona have
levels in the temperature range of 2-300 K that
we are studying. Thus if the rare-earth iona ex-
hibit a phonon scattering due to phonon-induced
transitions of electrons between these various
levels, we might see it by studying ~ over this tem-
perature range.

II. SAMPLES

A. Natural Garnets

%e have studied a large number of single-crystal
samples of natural and synthetic garnets. The
natural crystals are listed in Table II. The divalent
ion composition was determined by standard chem-
ical techniques. The divalent ions occur mainly in
the dodecahedral or R sites in RSAlzSi, 0,2 garnet.
Table II shows the fraction of the 8 sites occupied
by Fe~' or Mn~' ions. Optical-absorption studies
on these same crystals have been reported, '~ and
show the absorption bands of the Fe ' and the Mn ',
as well as other impurities present. The spes-
sartite, rhodolite, and alamandite are essentially
(Mg, Fe, Mn), Alzsi, O, z while the hessonite and
grossularite are essentially Ca3A1~Si30». The
complete analyses are given in Ref. 57.

8. Synthetic Garnets

A number of single crystals of synthetic garnet
were studied, as shown in Table III. They were
grown either by use of PbO-PbF~ flux techniques or
were pulled from the melt. The samples used for
the ~ measurements were in the shape of rods with
a square or a nearly square rectangular cross
section. The sample length and average diameter
are given in Table III. Since ~ is sensitive to im-
purities in the crystals, the impurity contents are
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given in Table IV. The flux-grown crystals all
contained rather large amounts of impurity, and the

impurity range found is shown. The melt-grown
crystals were considerably purer, and several
analyses are given. The purest crystal, Y,A1, O&2-

R186, was analyzed by using a mass spectrometer.
The residual impurities found were only those in

the Yz03 starting material as supplied by the manu-

facturer. ' The Al&O, starting material was much

purer. ' The optical-absorption spectrum of R186
has been published'0 (see sample M28 of Ref. 50).
The optical-absorption curve shows very little im-
purity absorption.

One check on the identity and the stoichiometry
of the garnet crystals is furnished by the x-ray
lattice parameter. This measurement is partic-
ularly useful when samples are collected from a
number of different sources, as shown in Table II.
The results are plotted in Fig. 1. There is gener-
ally a smooth variation in a with the atomic number
of the rare-earth ion. Similar plots have been
given by Bertaut and Forrat, ' Euler and Bruce, s

and Rubenstein and Barns. 63 Further data on lattice
parameters and their variation with stoichiometry
are given by Schneider et al. ~ The points for
LusA1, 0» and Lu3GasO» plotted as open circles in

Fig. 1 are from these latter three sources.
Schneider et al. point out that the stoichiometry
of garnets can vary in the direction of excess rare-
earth ions. In the Al garnets this appears to happen
for only Yb and Lu garnets. The dashed curve in

Fig. 1 shows the approximate upper limits to the
lattice parameters. For Lu+1,0,z this corresponds
to about l mole% excess Luz03. The data point for
sample R177 of Lu,AlsO» at ~= 11.9171 A lies
above the curve and indicates about 0. 3 mole% ex-
cess of LuzO, in the crystal, i. e. , 37.8 mole%
LuzO, instead of 37. 5 mole%, the stoichiometric
composition. Similarly, the sample R160 of
Tb,Ga,O» with ~ = 12.3476 A appears to contai. n

0. 5 mole% excess TbmO, . Schneideretal. ' estimate
that the maximum excess in this garnet is about
6 mole%. Herice these melt-grown crystals are
stoichiometric to within 0. 5 mole%.

III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The x-ray lattice constants of the various gar-
nets were determined from a Debye-Scherrer
powder pattern taken on a General Electric XRD-4
apparatus using Cu Ee radiation. A computerized
least-squares analysis gives ~ to +0.0005 A. The
thermal conductivity vs temperature curves of the

TABLE I. Energy levels of the ground-state multiplet of trivalent rare-earth ions in garnets.

Ion

Tb~
Tb~
Tb~
Tb"
Tb"

Qy
$t

Ho+
Ho"
Ho"
Ho"

Er+
Er"
Er"

Host crystal

GdA16 ~

GdGa6

TbA16
YA16
TbGaG
YGa6
YFeG

DyA16
YA1G
DyGa6
YGa6

HoA16
YA16
HoGaG
YGaG

ErA16
ErGaG
YGaG

TmA16
YalG
TmGaG
YGaG

YbAlG
YbGaG

Multiplet

Sg

7F6
zg
zg
7+
zg

6
Hgs/2

'%s/~
6

,%s/~
'%s/~

'I,
'I,
I8

I(s/2
Igs/2
Ii s/2

H6
3H6

H6
'H,

2
+7/2

'+7/z

Number of
levels

13
13
13
13
13

17
17
17
17

13
13
13
13

%'ave numbers of observed levels
(cm 1)a

0, 4, 61,75, 86, 137,145, 180, 234, 263, 292, 357, 367
0, 5, 61,70, 82, 116,207, 270, 432, 443
unknown
unknown

0, 6, 38, 40, 50, 55

0, 70, 116,197, 256
0, 61, 101,175, 234, (474), (517),741
0, 22, 71
0, 20, 71,118,149, (466), (508), 579

0, 36, 42, 54, 63
0, 39, 50, 138,156,416,437, 444, 462, 494, 518,532
0, 6, 27, 30, 39, 44
0, 5, 8, 30, 43, 94, 111,113,380, 418, 428, 432, 447, 481

0, 27, 58, 79, 423, 436, 530, 574
0, 46, 55, 76
0, 44, 49, 76, 422, 430, 490, 527

0, 35
0, 28, 43, 228, 240, 270, 490, 582
0, 63, 85, 113,123, 184
0, 64, 87, 99, 188

0, 618,701,766
0, 546, 599, 624

Reference

27
27

28-31
29, 32

33

34-36
34, 37, 38
36, 37, 39
37, 38

40
41

42-44
45-47

48
49
50

40, 51
52-54
51, 54
54, 55

56
56

'The level energies enclosed in parentheses are theo-
retical estimates.

The final 6 here and in the other crystals listed
stands for garnet.
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FIG. 1. Lattice parameters of rare-earth aluminum
and gallium garnets as a function of the atomic number of
the rare-earth ion. The solid lines indicate the curves
for stoichiometric garnets. The dashed line for the alu-
minum garnets indicates the approximate upper limits for
crystals containing excess rare-earth ions. The upper
limits for nonstoichiometric gallium garnets are much
greater.

crystals were measured in an apparatus6' that has
been described previously. The temperature de-
pendence of ~ is accurate to +5% while the absolute
value of ~ depends on the sample length. ~ is con-
servatively estimated to be accurate to + 10%.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The ~ vs T curves for the five natural garnet
crystals are given in Fig. 2. The numbers R182,
etc. , identify the experimental run in which the
thermal conductivity was measured. The R num-
bers run chronologically based on the data at
which the measurements were actually made.
From Table II it can be seen that R182 is the crys-
tal with the smallest transition-metal concentration
and R178 has the largest. The e appears to de-
crease as the Fe plus Mn concentration increases.

FIG. 2. Thermal conductivity vs temperature for five
different natural garnet crystals.

Thus we choose R182 as the sample with the least
amount of impurity scattering of phonons. Hence
its v vs T curve for T&40K ought to be nearly
equal to that of a pure Ca~AlPSi~04 natural garnet.
Values of z vs T as read from Fig. 2 are given in
Table V for T&40K. For T&40K the results de-
pend on the sample geometry, and are not an in-
trinsic property.

The Ca,A1~Si,04 results should be comparable to
those for other synthetic garnets that have no mag-
netic iona such as V+1,0,z, Lu,A1,0,z, and

Y,Ga,O,~. The w resul. ts for Y,A1,0&~ are given in
Figs. 3-5; the curve for Lu3A1, 0gp is in Fig. 6;
the curve for Y,GagOyg is in Fig. 7. The intrinsic
~ vs T values for these crystals in the temperature
region where K is not dependent on the sample size
are given in Tables VI and VII. Note that, indeed,
the a values for these crystals are close to those
for Ca3AlpSi30)2.

For those crystals which have rare-earth ions
that bear a magnetic moment, i.e. , have a partially
filled 4f shell, we distinguish between the ions that

TABLE II. Properties of the natural garnet crystals.

Crystal Run No.

Lattice
constant

(A)
E

(mm)
d

(mm)

Crystal size Impurity concentration~

F 2+

Spessartite
Rhodolite
Almandite
Hessonite
Gros sularite

R176
R178
R181
R179
R182

11.554
ll. 509
11.512
11.854
11.846

6.1
8.6

11.1
5.5
5.7

2.7
2.9
3.1
2.5
2.8

0.02
0.56
0.49
0.07
0.03

0.21

0.02

0.01

'The five crystals varied mainly with respect to the divalent ion composition R in the formula R3A12Si+~2. The Fe
and Mn concentrations are the fractions of the R sites occupied by Fe2' or Mn+.
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have electronic energy levels in the ground-state
manifold that lie within the energy range kT, where
2 —T —300 K, and those that only have levels higher
than 300K. From Table I all the ions except Gdg'

and Ybg' have levels in this lower-energy range.
Thus we expect the Gd and Ub garnets to have K vs
T curves similar to those of the nonmagnetic gar-
nets. This is borne out by the experimental results
for GdgA150, p in Fig. 5, YbgAlsp, ~ in Fig. 6, and

GdgGa50&z and YbgGa50gp in Figs 7 and 8 The K

vs T curves for the Al and Ga garnets of Tb, Dy,
Ho, Er, and Tm in Figs. 5, 6, 8-10 show K values
that are reduced below those of the other garnets
because of an increased scattering of the phonons.

In Fig. 11 we show the K vs T results for four
samples of YgFe, O&&. In the range above 30K the
results look like those for the Ga garnets in Fig.
7. In the temperature range below 10K there is

some source of phonon scattering which is probably
associated with chemical impurities in the lattices.

In order to investigate the low-temperature
region below 3QK, where the K value depends on
the sample geometry, we have taken sample R186
of YgA1,0,z and have measured K as a function of
diameter. The results at the smallest diameter
are shown as R195 in Fig. 3. The value of K below
30K is dependent on the sample diameter d. Ac-
tually three different diameters were used: 2. 95,
1.53, and 0.81 mm. The results for the 1.53-mm
crystal R194 lie between those for R186 and R195
in Fig. 3, but the K vs T curve is not shown. The
values of z (at 3K) vs d for this series are shown
in Fig. 4. The surfaces of the crystal were finely
ground to look like ground glass in all, cases, and
the long dimension of the crystal rod was a [100]
axis. Note that K is proportional to d in Fig. 4.

TABLE III. Synthetic garnet crystals studied.

Crystal

YA1G
YA1G
YA1G
YA1G
GdA1G
TbA1G
TbA1G
DyA1G
DyA1G
HoAlG
ErA1G

TmA1G
YbAlG
LuA1G
LuA1G

R142
R186
R193
R195
R199
R148
R154
R161
R185
R203
R168
R172
R204
R177
R197

aa
0

A. +0.0005

12.0093
12.0090
12.0063
12.0090
12.1116
12.0737
12.0749
12.0431
12.0441
12.0107
11.9839
11.9601
11,9300
11.9171
11.9178

18.9
10.0
6.0

10.0
3.8
3.3
3.6
6.7
9.8
3.7
5.2
7.2
3.2
7.2
8.4

3.5
3.0
3.0
0.8
2. 2
1.8
2.0
2. 2
2.9
2.0
1.4
2.0
2.0
2.3
1.8

Crystal size (mm)
)b Source

UC4
GEr
Airtron~
R186
Airtron
CBR~
Yalej
Yale
UC
Airtron
Yale
GE
Airtron
GE
GE

Growth

melt'
melt
flux"
cut down
flux
flux
flux
flux
melt
flux
flux
melt
flux
melt
melt

YGaG
GdGaG
TbGaG
TbGaG
TbGaG
DyGaG
HoGaG
ErGaG
TmGaG
YbGaG

YFeG
YFeG
YFeG
YFeG

R155
R157
R156
R160
R165
R200
R158
R170
R159
R173

R136
R166
R175
R205

12.2837
12.3763
12.3403
12.3476
12.3383
12.3087
12.2796
12.2516
12.2262
12.2014

12.3766
12.38
12.38
12.3766

4.7
5.9
2.8
7.6
5.0
5.5
2.6
6.9
3.8
4.7

11.3
13.0
24. 8
ll. 3

1.7
1.8
2.1
3.1
2.6
1.8
1.7
1.8
1.9
2. 1

3.9
4. 2
3.1
1.2

Yale
Yale
Yale
GE
Yale
Airtron
Yale
Yale
Yale
Yale

Airtron
Airtron
Airtron
R136

flux
flux
flux
melt
flux
flux
flux
flux
flux
flux

flux
flux
flux
cut down

~Lattice constant of crystal.
"Sample length used for determining the thermal

conductivity.
'Average diameter used for determing the thermal

conductivity.
Union Carbide Corp. , Boston, Mass.

'Pulled from the melt, Czochralski method.
General Electric Research and Development Center,

Schenectady, N. Y.
IAirtron, Morris Plains, N. J.
"Grown from a Pbo-PbF2 flux.
'Charles B. Rubinstein, Bell Telephone Labs, Murray

Hill, N. J.
~Yale University, New Haven, Conn. Samples supplied

by courtesy of Professor Werner P. Wolf.
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TABLE IV. Impurity concentrations in various synthetic
garnets.

Crystal

Typical flux-
grown garnet

B
Cu
Fe
Mg
Pb
Pt
Si
Ti

Rare earths

Concentration in
ppm by weight

0-100
0-30

30-300
0-100

100-2000
0-300

30-1000
0-30

50-500

IOO—
V

I—

8
5

IO-I

IX

I

RI86

RI93

RI42

RI95

YA1G-R186
melt grown

YAl G-R193
flux grown

TbGa6-R160
melt grown

DyA16-R185
melt grown

TmA1G-R172
melt grown

LuA1G-R177
melt grown ~

YFeG-R136
flux

YFeG-R166 ~

flux grown

Ca
Ir
Mg
Fe
Si

Rare earths

Ca
Mg
Fe
Pb
Si

Rare earths

Ca, Mg, Fe, Si

Ca
Cu, Mg, Fe

Si
La

Rare earths

Fe

Fe
Si
Ce
Y

Bare earths

Al
Mn
Na
Pb
Si

Al
Mn
Na

Pb
Si

7
«2
10

7
15
&1

700
&10

20
30
10

& 500

each &10

10-100
each 1-10

3-30
100-500
10-100

&10

1
30

100
3

20
50

1000
&10

30

50
30

& 500
1000

50

I

IOO

I I I

300 l0003 IO 30
TEMPERATURE, K

FIG. 3. Thermal conductivity vs temperature for three
different YGAlp~2 crystals. Sample R195 is just sample
R186 reduced in diameter.
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I
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The same type of experiment was performed on
sample R136 of Y,Fe,0,2 which was a [100] axis rod
(see Fig. 11). ln this case the reduction of d by
a factor of 0.4 (see R205), resulted in a reduction
of K at 3K by only a factor of 0.76. In this case K

is not proportional to d.
Crystals of DysA1, 0gg are knowns ' to undergo

a magnetic transition at the antiferromagnetic Noel
temperature of 2. 54K. We have carefully mea-
sured K vs T through this temperature range on
sample R161. The results are shown in Fig. 12.
There is no obvious anomaly in the K curve at

«Indicates those rare-earth elements that are nearby in
the Periodic Table. For Y this means Ho and the adjacent
elements.

These were determined with a mass spectrometer;
the other crystals were studied with an emission spectro-
graph.

The Ce contamination was in the Lu203 from American
Potash Corp. (Ref. 58). Sample R197 is similar to R177
except that the Ceconcentration is about 10 ppm.

The ferromagnetic resonance linewidth at 300 K was 10e.

O. I

0
0 I 2 3 4

SAMPLE DIAMETER, mm

FIG. 4. Thermal conductivity at 3 K of sample R186
of YIAlP~2 for three different diameters (see Fig. 3).
The complete curve for R194 is not given. The long di-
mension of the sample was the f100] crystal axis.
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FIG. 5. Thermal conductivity vs temperature for five
different rare-earth aluminum garnets. The Y and Gd

exhibit no magnetic scattering; the Tb, Dy, and Ho do.
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FIG. 7, Thermal conductivity vs temperature for three
different rare-earth gallium garnets. There are no indi-
cations of magnetic scattering.

T„=2. 54K. This is in contrast to some prelim-
inary results of Landau and Dixon'. A number of
the other paramagnetic crystals studied here are
also known 8'"-' to become antiferromagnetic at
sufficiently low temperatures. The Neel tempera-
tures are given in Table VIII. Only Dy,Al, Og2 has
a Neel point in the temperature range that we have
covered.

V. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

The crystals studied here are all nonmetallic,
i.e. , they have no free electrons to carry the heat.
Thus the heat transport is predominantly via the
phonons.

10

Only in Dy3A150, 2 and Y3FesO&P is there an or-
dered magnetic state between 2 and 300K. There-
fore only in these two crystals is it important to
consider the possibility of a magnon contribution
to ~. Such a magnon contribution, if it exists, oc-
curs' "only below 20K. This means that the K

results will be analyzed mostly in terms of phonon
heat transport. For this analysis we need to con-
sider such quantities as the Debye temperature,
the average sound velocity, the lattice heat capac-
ity, and the phonon mean free paths.

A. Debye Temperature

In view of the ratherhigh-impuritycontentof some
of the crystals, some care will be necessary in
analyzing these results, especially at low tempera-
tures. However, our main concern is with two
ideas. The first is to determine the It: for the non-
magnetic crystals at temperatures near the Debye
temperature e. The second is to find out whether
there is any magnetic scattering of phonons from
the low-lying energy levels of the ground-state

I

I

Rl'F2

R 177

~10—
Ca3Altsi30~2

R182

TABLE V. Experimental thermal conductivity values for
Y3FeP&2 in W/cm K.

YSFe50
R136

10
I

I

30 100
I

300 1000

TEMPERATURE, K

FIG. 6. Thermal conductivity vs temperature for four
different rare-earth aluminum garnets. The Er and Tm
exhibit magnetic scattering.

30
40
50
70

100
150
200
300

1.80
1.12
0.63
0.41
0.26
0.150
0.106
0.074

0.73
0.53
0.32
0.187
0.127
0.099
0.072
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FIG. 9. Thermal conductivity vs temperature for two

different crystals of Tb3A1&0~2. The difference is prob-
ably associated with impurities in the crystal.

FIG. 8. Thermal conductivity vs temperature for six
different rare-earth gallium. garnets. All crystals other
than Gd3Ga~0~2 exhibit magnetic scattering.

multiplets of the rare-earth ions. All of these ex-
periments have been done in zero magnetic field,
so we are interested in the energy levels at zero
field.

The Debye temperatures of the garnets that we
have studied are, in general, not known. However,
the specific heats of a few garnets have been mea-
sured, and the derived o" values are given in Table
IX. The measurements of specific-heat capacity
at low temperature have been converted to Debye
temperatures using the formulation of Edmonds and
Petersen, "where

C„=~5m k(T/O~) /V~

and C„ is the specific-heat capacity per unit volume

at constant volume, k is Boltzmann's constant, T
is absolute temperature, 8 is Debye temperature,
and VO is the average volume occupied by one atom
of the solid. It is also possible to estimate the
value of O" from the measured elastic constants
using the tables of DeLaunay. For the Y,FesO» gar-
net the O~ = 565K value derived from elastic con-
stants"' is in good agreement with the value of
560 K derived from specific-heat-capacity measure-
ments. ' " For all of the other garnets only one
or the other type of data exists. The O" values in
Table IX derived from elastic constants' ' ' -"
vary from 770 to 495K, whereas those derived
from the specific-heat capacity'0 ""va'ry from
715 to 460K. Note that we have had to recompute
o" for Nd, Ga,O,z and Yb,Ga50yp from the data of
Onn et al. a' because they did not use Eq. (1) for
deriving a value of 0&.

TABLE VI. Experimental thermal conductivity values for the rare-earth aluminum garnets in W/cm K.

R142
Gd

R199
Tb

R148
Dy

R161

Rare-earth aluminum garnet
Ho Er

R203 R168
Tm

R172
Yb

R204
Lu

R177
12
15
20
25
30
40
50
70

100
150
200
300

6.4
3.5
2. 2
1.03
0.49
0.24
0.160
0.103

5.6
4.3
2. 8
l.83
0.91
0.43
0.22
0.150
0.098

3.6
2.3
l.45
1.05
0.65
0.45
0.26
0.145
0.087
0.072
0.060

3.0
1.75
0.78
0.42
0.29
0.180
0.127
0.080
0.063
0.058
0.058
0.061

4.1
2. 5
1.75
1.06
0.75
0.47
0.29
0.172
0.128
0.093

1.60
1.26
0.93
0.74
0.54
0.43
0.29
0.20
0.134
0.102
0.076

2. 5
1.91
1.38
0.73
0.45
0.23
0.135
0.085
0.070
0.062

9.0
6.5
4.5
2.6
1.65
0.80
0.38
0.185
0.117
0.069

3.0
2. 5
l.85
1.20
0.85
0.50
0.31
0.175
0.127
0.090
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FIG. 10. Thermal conductivity vs temperature for
three different crystals of Tb3Ga5OI2. The ~ of the melt-
grown sample is lower, presumably due toanexcess of
Tb over the stoichiometric requirement.
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From the 14 crystals in Table IX it is possible
to estimate the Q values for other garnets by using
the scaling factor derived by Steigmeier. This
amounts to the statement that for a series of isomor-
phous compounds

0" = bF F= (M V )
' i

where b is some constant, I" is the scaling factor,
M is the average atomic mass of an atom in the
crystal in grams, and VO is the average volume
occupied by one atom of the solid in cubic angstroms.
In Fig. 13 the values of O from Table IX are plotted
vs E. Four slightly different values of b were cho-
sen for the Al, Fe, Ga, and Al-Si garnets, respec-

IO
I

I

IO

I I

I 300 ON

FIG. 11. Thermal conductivity vs temperature for
three different crystals of Y3Fe5O&2. Sample R205 is
just R136 reduced in diameter.

tively. By using Fig. 13 some of the 8 values in
Table X were estimated. It is believed that these
estimates are good to + 30K. The most serious
discrepancy exists for YbGaG where the estimated
Q~ of 520K disagrees with the measured value of
'715K in Table IX. It is felt that the measured
value is too high, and so it was ignored.

B. x nearO

Once 8 is known, then the experimental curves
in Figs. 2, 3, and 5-11 can be extrapolated to give
an experimental value of ~ at T=O~, i. e. , &e.
These values are given in Table X. A theoretical
value at T=S can be calculateds' from

TABLE VII. Experimental thermal conductivity values
for the rare-earth gallium garnets in W/cm K.

Bare-earth gallium garnet
T Y Gd Tb Dy Ho Er

(K) R155 R157 R156 R200 R158 R170
Tm

R159
Yb

R173

3
4
5
7

10
12
15 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

20
25 ~ ~ ~ 3 7
30 1.60 2.9
40 1.04 1.70
50 0.69 1.12
70 0.39 0.60

100 0.25 0.35
150 0.160 0.20
200 0.123 0.140
300 0.090 0.090

0.0064
0.0135
0.022
0.035
0.037
0.034
0.036
0.045
0.055
0.065
0.080
0.087
0.082
0.067
0.055
0.050
0.045

0.039
0.083
0.104
0.100
0.073
0.061
0.051
0.044
0.040
0.036
0.032
0.029
0.025
0.025
0.027
0.029
0.031

0.024
0.048
0.088
0.155
0. 24
0.27
0.30
0. 29
0.25
0. 27
0.190
0.172
0.150
0.120
0.092
0.080
0.965

0.88
0.57
0.43
0.35
0.28
0 ~ 24
0.190
0, 148
0 ' 106
0.085
0.070

2.0
1.25
0.79
0.53
0.29
0.196
0.120
0.085
0.063
0.055
0.049

2.0
1,37
0.95
0.54
0.30
0.157
0. 105
0.065

I I

4
TEMPERATURE, K

FIG. 12. Thermal conductivity divided by temperature
cubed plotted vs temperature for Dy3A150&2 in the region
around the Noel temperature T~. The vertical bars rep-
resent the + 5' experimental accuracy. There is no
apparent anomaly in w at Tz. The dashed curve repre-
sents the greatest possible dip in ~ at T~ consistent with
the data, but is not a warranted interpretation of the data.
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FIG. 13. Scaling factor I" vs Debye temperature for
four different series of garnets. Each series is repre-
sented by a different type of point. The natural aluminum-
silicon garnets have square points.

zp = 1.43 &10 MVp' O~ W/cmK, (3}

where M is given in grams, Vo
3 in angstroms,

and 8 in deg Kelvin. The prime on Ke denotes a
theoretical value. Values of Ke are given in Table
X. The ratio z p/zp is called a crystal complexity
factor (see Oliver and Slack'P). Table X shows
that this factor varies from 0. 080 to 0. 114 for the
series of garnets, with an average value of 0. 09
+ 0. 01. Note that the factor for the natural garnet,
grossularite, agrees with the other synthetic gar-
nets. Also note that the ferrimagnetic garnet
Y3Fe,O&& agrees with the other nonmagnetic garnets.
The fact that the magnetic moments on the Fe '
ions are ordered has not affected Ke appreciably.
The crystal complexity factor is about the same for
all of the garnets, and can be considered to be a
characteristic feature of the garnet lattice.

C. Crystal-Structure Effects

The question of the effect of crystal structure on
the absolute value of K has had a long history,
dating back to Eucken ' in 1911. However, the
theory of the effect is in a very rudimentary state.
The general observation is that the larger the num-
ber of optic branches in the phonon spectrum, the
lower the thermal conductivity. These considera-
tions may become very important in garnets because
there are 80 atoms in the primitive unit cell'
and there are 97 optic modes' at the zone center.
The optical-absorptionioo-~o2 and Haman scatter-
ing ' ' studies of garnets show that these
extend at least over the phonon energy range in
wave numbers of 84 to 920 cm ', and energies
as low as 40 cm ' have been suggested by Koning-
stein' ' and 7 cm ' by Belyaeva et al. Since a
phonon of energy kT at T=300K has an energy in

r-'(P) = BP"T, (6)

where 1 «n «2, and B is some constant. For S(P),
we have

Or ' x4e"
S(P) = 12vk (, )p

where x=hvP/kT. For v(P) we shall assume

v(v} = vp for 0 —v —vc

(6)

v(v) =0 for vc —v —vv .

TABLE VIII. NOel temperatures of the paramagnetic
rare-earth garnets.

Crystal Reference Crystal
N

(K) Reference

GdA1G
TbA1G
DyAlG
HoA1G
ErA1G
TmAlG
YbAlG

&1.5
1.35
2. 54
0.85

&1.3
&1.5
&1.3

74
74, 75
68-72
74, 75
68
74
73

GdGaG
TbGaG
DyGaG
HoGaG
ErGaG
TmGaG
YbGaG

&0. 35
&0.6
&0.36
&0.35

0.789
&1.5
«0. 35

74-76
74, 75
68, 75, 76
74-76
68, 75, 76
74
76

wave numbers of 209 cm ', it will be an optical
phonon in YpA1,0», and will probably have a very
small or nearly zero propagation velocity. Thus

we can see that such a phonon will not contribute
to the thermal conduction in the crystal. This
argument is similar to that used in explaining the

thermal conductivity of molecular crystals. This
point was realized by Leibfried and Schlomann'~
in their original derivation of Eq. (3), but not was
taken into account. They assumed that all of the
phonons had the same propagation velocity.

%'e can make a crude estimate of the effect of
phonons with zero group velocity on the thermal
conductivity by truncating the phonon spectrum at
a phonon energy less than ke, where 8 is the Debye
temperature. A somewhat similar idea was used

by Holland' ' to take into account the very low group
velocity of transverse acoustic phonons in Ge and

Si. The value of KD is determined by an integral'
over the phonon spectrum

a, = —,
' J'"' rv'SdP, (4)

0

where v(P} is the group velocity of phonon of wave
number v, r(P) is the lifetime of phonons of wave
number P, S(v) is the partial contribution of phonons
at P to the specific-heat capacity, and Pv = k8/hc
is the highest possible phonon energy in the crystal.
Here h is Planck's constant, k is Boltzmann's con-
stant, and c is the velocity of light. The D in Kg)

means all phonons up to energies of P~ have been
included. Let us confine the problem to the tem-
perature region T-8. Then r(P) is determined by
phonon-phonon scattering' ' ' " and varies as
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Here vo is some constant velocity greater than

zero, and Pc is some critical cutoff energy in the
phonon spectrum above which the phonons cannot
carry any heat. If we define E~ as the value of
Eq. (4) when P~ is replaced by Pc, we get approxi-
mately

~c/&~ = (pc/p&)' " (6)

TABLE IX. Values for the Debye temperatures of
various garnets.

Crystal b
8c

(K) Method 4 Reference

Pyrope
Gros sularite
Almandite
YAlG
TbA1G
ErA1G
TmA1G
YGaG
NdGaG
GdGaG
YbGaG
YFeG
YFeG
EuFeG
LuFeG

20. 16
22. 52
23. 8
29, 68
40. 22
41.43
41.76
40. 37
48. 67
50. 56
52. 99
36.90
36.90
43. 36
49. 81

0. 0726
O. 0654
0. 0662
0. 0558
O. 0475
0. 0474
0. 0473
O. 0462
0. 0411
0.0409
O. 0408
0. 0478
0. 0478
0. 0420
O. 0416

760 EC
770 EC
745 EC
750 EC
620 EC
630 EC
620 EC
585 EC
715 SH
520 EC
V15 SH
565 EC
560 SH
495 EC
460 SH

82
82
83
84, 85
86
86
86
84
88
87
88
79, 80
80, 81
79
81

~Q is the average atomic mass of an atom in the crys-
tal.

"F is the scaling factor [see Eq. (2)].
c8 is the Debye temperature [see Eq. (1) or Ref. 78].
EC means 8 was determined from the elastic constants

(Ref. 78), SH means 8 was determined from the measured
specific-heat capacity at liquid-helium temperatures from
Eq. (1)~

Experimentally if we use the lowest-infrared-active
optic mode in Y,A1,0gg at 123 cm ' as P~ and com-
pute v~ = 521 cm ' from 8 = 750K, we calculate
v /v =0. 24. This gives 0. 056-Kc/Kg) —0. 24,
depending on the choice of n in Eq. (5). For the
garnets ze/we =0. Og, which is in the range of the

Kc/Kg ratio predicted by our simple model. Thus
we believe that the crystal complexity factor for
garnets has a reasonable explanation in terms of
the phonon spectrum.

We note that the choice of v~ as equal in energy
to the lowest-infrared-active mode of the crystal
is arbitrary. The combination of infrared and
Raman studies can find' at most 42 out of the 97
optic modes, leaving the energies of 55 modes as
unknowns. We can, however, estimate the energies
of the transverse and longitudinal phonons at the
boundary of the Brillouin zone. This is done in
the Appendix. As can be seen there, the energies
of the zone-boundary acoustic phonons are compar-
able to that of the lowest-infrared-active mode.
Hence the energy of the lowest-infrared-active mode

TABLE X. Thermal-conductivity values at the Debye
temperature for crystals with no magnetic scattering.

8b ~ c g'd

(K) AV/cm K)

Gros sularite
YA16
GdhlG
&&16
YGaG
GdGaG
YbGaG
YFeG

O. 0654
0.0558
0.0475
0.0471
0. 0462
0. 0409
0. 0408
0.0478

770 0.043
750 0.042
640 0.045
620 0. 043
585 0.046
520 0.051
520 0.039
565 0.038

0.418
0.5'
0.521
0.MS
0.447
0.446
0.464
0.384

0.103
0, 080
0.086
0.083
0.103
0.114
0.084
0.099

~E is the scaling factor tsee Eq. (2)).
8 is the Debye temperature.

'& e is the extrapolated experimental value of w at
y= p.

g~ is the theoretical value of k at 'T= 8. ve/ ee. is the
crystal complexity factor G.

'Estimated 8 value (see Fig. 13).

is a good approximation to P~ .
D. Umklapp Processes

It has long been known"' that good crystals of
Algps exhibit an exponential rise in ~ with decreas-
ing temperature that is characteristic of umklapp
processes. These results on Alzps have been corn-
pared with a number of other crystals's which are
isotopically pure. It is clear that the crystals have
to be both chemically and isotopically pure in order
R show the exponential rise in ~ at low tempera-
tures. The one garnet studied that is almost iso-
topically pure is YSA1,0,~. Sample R186 of Y+150fg
(see Table IV) is also chemically quite pure. How-

ever, as canbe seen in Fig. 3, the x vs T curve
does not rise nearly as rapidly with decreasing
temperature as that of Al&03. We believe that
this difference in behavior is related to the presence
of the low-lying optical modes in Y+1,0,~ which are
not present" '" in Al&03. Umklapp processes
require that the sum of thewave vectors of the three
interacting acoustic phonons must equal a wave
vector of the reciprocal lattice. Because of the
large size of the unit cell of the garnet, the wave
vectors of the reciprocal lattice are very small.
Hence phonons of relatively low wave vector and
low energy can undergo umklapp processes in gar-
net. The critical phonon energy is that of the
acoustic phonons at the zone boundary. Since, as
is shown in the Appendix, this is of the order of
P~, crystals of garnet behave, as far as umklapp
processes are concerned, as if they have an "ef-
fective" Debye temperature comparable to v&,'

for Y+1,0» this is 177K. The s of Y+1,0,I should
then have a ~ that rises with decreasing tempera-
ture as ~-e' ', where 5 is about 2 and 9=177K.
This is in reasonable agreement with the results
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for Y,A1,0» in the temperature range of 30 to
70K (see Fig. 3).

The observed maximum in v of about 10 W/cm K
at 23 K in Fig. 3 appears to be limited by the com-
bination of this umklapp scattering with a low ef-
fective Debye temperature and the boundary scat-
tering. Whatever impurities, dislocations, pre-
cipitates, or isotopes are present in the crystals
in Fig. 3, they are, we believe, not responsible
for the rather low values of ~ at the maximum.

~e/d= 1.5(T/3K) ' W/cm'K,

where the temperature dependence comes from
Fig. 3.

Theory predicts that

(9)

Ke/d = g vC„~ (10)

where v is some average velocity of the longitudinal
and transverse phonons. We use

v= f (c44/p)'"+ —,'(c„/p)'",
where c» and c44 are the elastic constants"'" and
p is the crystal density. The first term is for the
transverse waves and the second for the longitudinal.
Equation (11) is valid for the [100], [110], and [111]
directions in garnet, since all of the garnets are
nearly elastically isotropic, i. e. , 2c44= c» c».
Using this velocity and Eq. (1) for C„we get a the-
oretical expression for ~ in the boundary scattering
region

~s/d=11. 9(T/3K)' W/cm'K . (12)

This is not in very good agreement with Eq. (9).
The two expressions for xe/d become equal at
T=0.05K.

It is not understood how the thermal conductivity
at 3K can be 8 times lower than the theoretical
prediction and yet still be proportional to the
sample diameter. Since all of the garnets with no
magnetic scattering at 3K, i.e. , Y+1,0,z,
Gd3A150», Yb3AlpO»~ Lu3A150»p Y3Ga50»,
Gd, Ga,O,z, and Yb,Ga,O, z have values of z/d at
3 K of 0. 6& (K/d)&1. 6 W/cm~ K, and even for
the natural grossularite garnet R182, we have
at 3K a value of v/d= 0.6 W/cm2K, we conclude

E. Boundary Scattering

For T & 30K the thermal conductivity in Y+1,0,z

becomes dependent on the sample size, as shown
in Fig. 3. At T= 3K the only scattering mechanism
for phonons in pure Y3A1,0» should be boundary
scattering'" from the walls of the crystal. If this
scattering is the only mechanism limiting the mean
free path of the phonons, then x should be'" pro-
portional to the sample diameter. The results in
Fig. 4 at 3K show that z is proportional to the
sample diameter d. The experimental relationship
is

that there is probably some intrinsic process in
these garnets that makes the z in the boundary
scattering region lower than that predicted by the
simple theory. '" One suggestion"' is that perhaps
only the longitudinal phonons are contributing to z,
while the transverse ones are badly scattered by
interacting with the optical phonons. This makes
some sense if there are optical-phonon branches at
energies as low as has been suggested. 44' This
type of scattering would keep the d and T' depen-
dence of Eq. (12) but would lower the theoretically
predicted value of ~. Very pronounced effects on
z at low temperatures of acoustic-optic-mode in-
teraction have been seen" in SrTiO3, for example.

At sufficiently low temperatures the thermal
phonons will be lower in energy than any possible
optical mode. In this limit Eq. (12) should agree
with the experimental results. How low is a suf-
ficiently low temperature'? Comparison of Eqs.
(9) and (12) says about 0.05K. The present data
stop at 2K. Acoustic attenuation measure-
ments"'"'" on Y3G@O» and Y,Fe,O» indicate that
both longitudinal and transverse waves with v 0. 3
cm ' have very low attenuation in garnets at 4K.
Thus thermal phonons at -0. 1K (where the energy
of the dominant phonons is -4kT or 0. 3 cm ') should
have no bulk attenuation. Hence It.

' vs T measure-
ments on Y3A150» from 0. 1 to 2K would help to
answer the problem of whether boundary scattering
agrees with the theoretical predictions.

F. Boundary Scattering in Y3Fe~Q, ~

The ~ of sample R136 of Y,Fe,O» has been studied
as a function of sample diameter (see Table III and
Fig. 11). This sample, which has the highest ~ at
3K of any Y,Fe,O» crystal yet studied, '-' has a
value of z/d= 0. 3 W/cm K at 3K. This is sub-
stantially lower than the value found for any other
garnets (see Sec. V E). Furthermore, the value
of & at 3 K is not proportional to d as d is de-
creased. This indicates that there is some im-
purity scattering present in 8136. A simple analy-
sis of additive thermal resistivities at 3K indicates
that the boundary scattering limit of z/d in R136
would be very nearly the same as that in Y,A1,0»
if the crystal were chemically pure. The presence
of some kind of impurity, perhaps Fe~' ions pro-
duced"9 by the presence of Si~ ions, leads to a
large residual impurity scattering in R136. The
phonon scattering of Fe ' ions is known' »o to be
large at lower temperatures. The estimated ~ of
sample R136 as limited only by these impurities,
that is, for a crystal of infinite diameter, is only
0. 17 W/cmK at 3K, i. e. , only slightly larger than
the value of 0. 13 W/em K measured with d= 0. 39
cm. Since the Si concentration in R136 is 30 ppm,
we will probably need Si concentrations of 1 ppm before
the pure boundary scattering clearly dominates z
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at 3K in Y,Fe,O». Note that R166, which is nearly
the same diameter as R136 but has about twice as
much Si, has three times as high a thermal resis-
tivity at 3K as R136. Unfortunately the impurity
content of the Y,Fe,O» samples studied previous-
ly' ' was not measured. It may well be that the
measured' ' magnetic field dependence of a that
was interpreted as evidence of magnon heat conduc-
tion was wholly or in part caused by a magnetic field
dependence of the phonon scattering from impuri-
ties. More careful work on higher-purity Y,Fe,O»
needs to be done before the presence of a magnon
heat transport in this crystal is fully proven.

G. Impurity Scattering

The present studies are not very extensive with
regard to the question of impurity scattering. In
Sec. V F we have considered impurities in YGFe,O».
From Table IV we see that crystals R186 and R193
of Y,AI,O,z have much different impurity concen-
trations; however, the ~ vs T curves are almost
identical (see Fig. 3). In fact, at the maximum in
K at 23 K the v of R193 is 2(@ larger than that of
R186 in spite of its greater impurity concentration.
This small difference may be attributable to the
fact that R193 was grown at a lower temperature
(-1100 C) than was R186 (-2100'C). Hence its
crystal structure may be more nearly perfect. The
slight variation in lattice constant in Table III may
be an indication of this.

The other case where we have studied three dif-
ferent crystals is in Tb,G~O, ~ (see Fig. 10). Here
the melt-grown crystal R160 has a lower I(." than the
other two. From Table III and Fig. 1 it can be
seen that its lattice constant is also larger than for
the flux-grown crystals. We believe that it con-
tains excess Tb above the stoichiometric amount,
and that this Tb occurs on the octahedral Ga sites.
The crystal field on these sites is different than for
the normal sites. Hence the electronic energy
levels of the 'F~ ground-state manifold of these
Tb3' ions will differ from the normal ones. These
give rise to new phonon scattering frequencies and
hence a lower z, in agreement with Fig. 10.

The reasons for the differences shown in Fig. 9
are unknown, but are presumably due to impurities.

H. Phonon Scattering by Magnetic Rare-Earth Ions

So far we have investigated the phonon scattering
by umklapp processes, impurities, isotopes, and
sample boundaries in the nonmagnetic crystals.
These same processes will also be present in all
those crystals where the rare-earth ions have low-
lying electronic levels. Hence, if there is any
phonon scattering produced by these low-lying elec-
tronic levels, the e of these crystals should be re-
duced below that of the analogous nonmagnetic crys-
tals. Such, indeed, can be seen to be the case in

Figs. 5, 6, and 8-10. In all cases the crystals
which contain ions with low-lying levels have re-
duced ~.

Our present hypothesis is that the dominant pho-
non scattering process is such that a single phonon
is absorbed when a 4f-shell electron of a rare-earth
ion makes a transition between two differnt elec-
tronic levels of its ground-state manifold. A sim-
ilar phonon is later reemitted in a direction uncor-
related with that of the original one. All two- or
more-phonon processes, real or virtual, are
ignored. With this model we can make some further
analysis of the magnetic scattering by referring to
the energies given in Table I. In this resonant-
scattering process the phonon being scattered must
have an energy equal to the energy difference be-
tween two electronic levels of the rare-earth ion. '
A detailed calculation for the phonon scattering
form the v=105 cm ' level of Fe~' in MgQ has re-
cently been given. '~' The arguments for rare-ea, rth
ions will be similar. Because of the large number
of low-lying levels of the rare-earth ions, many
different phonon energies may be involved. How-
ever, as described in Sec. V C, phonons of energy
greater than vc do not contribute to the heat trans-
port. For example, in Dy3A1,0» the infrared re-
sults show' v~ = 94 cm '. Thus starting from the
ground state of Dy' in Dy,A1,0» the only possible
resonance is at v=70 cm '. The strength of the
phonon scattering at v = 70 cm ' will depend on the
electron population difference between the Kramer's
doublets at 0 and VO cm '. This has been calculated
from Boltzmann statistics using the knowledge that
all eight levels of Dy3' are doublets. The results
are shown in Fig. 14. The next most frequent
transition is that at v=46 cm ', corresponding to
the (70-116) cm ' transition. This transition prob-
ability peaks at 80K as shown in Fig. 14. Other
phonon scattering occurs at v = 59 cm ' from the
(197-256) cm transition, and at v= 81 cm ' from
the (116-197)cm ' transition (see Fig. 14). From
Fig. 14 the dominant phonon scattering should occur
at v= 70 cm ' or 101K. A similar analysis for
Dy3Ga50», using most of the levels for Dy

' in
Y,Ga,O» as given in Table I, exhibits phonon res-
onances at v= 22, 31, 42, 47, 49, 71, and 78 cm '
if' v~=88cm '. In Fig. 15 we have summed the
population differences for the 42, 4V, and 49 cm '
resonances and have taken an average energy of
46 cm for the transition. Similarly, we have
summed population differences for 71 and 78 cm '
and called the resonance energy V3 cm '. In mak-
ing these sums we have tacitly assumed that the
9=42, 4V, and 49 cm ' phonon scattering cross sec-
tions are all equal. This assumption may not be
justified, but will suffice at present. From Fig.
15 we see that in Dy,Ga,O», there are three im-
portant phonon resonances at v = 22, 46, and 73
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FIG. 14. Fractional population differences between the
electronic levels of the f shell of DJJ ions in Dy3A1+q2.
The four phonon scattering resonances are lab. .led accord-
ing to their energies in wave numbers cm ~.

cm ', or at 32, 66 and 105K.
The next step is to make an approximate com-

yutatioa from the experimental results of the ther-
mal resistivity produced by the magnetic scattering.
For this we simply take

W~o(T) = (a'e) —(s~) (13)

where «„ is the thermal conductivity at temperature
T of a crystal (say, Dy+1,0»}which posseses
magnetic scattering a~ K„ is the thermal conduc-
tivity at temperature T of the closest analogous
crystal with no magnetic scattering (say,
GdeAIqO, e}. The W~o(f) curves for fear crystals
are given in Fig. 18. The vertical arrows in Fig.
16 shoe the dominant resonance scattering transi-
tions to be expected for 7 & P~ in the four crystals.

From Fig. 18 we see that Dy+I, O„ is probably
the simplest case with the dominant scattering at
only one energy of a=70 cm''. Note that Dy, Ga, Ou,
is rather different, and has more resonances. The
smadl changes in the crystal field in going from the
aluminum to the gallium garnets make large changes
in the magnetic scattering of the Dy. Both
ErIA1,0,3 and TmIG~O, I also show resonance scat-
tering, though the phonon scattering cross section
of these ions is less than that of Dy. The cross
section seems to be largest for Dy and decreases in
the series Dy, Tb, Tm, Er, Ho, and Yb. A pos-
sible theoretical explanation of this series is not
clear, but must involve the changes in wave func-
tions of the electronic levels under strain. We also
see that Kramer's ions (Dy, Er) and non-Kramer's
ions (Tb, Ho, Tm) can both scatter phonons quite
effectively in the 10-300K range; there is no sig-

nificant difference between them as far as their
effect of the thermal conductivity is concerned.

The generally observed decrease in WM+Q in

Fig. 16 for T & 100K lends support to our assump-
tion that the resonances for P& P~ are not effective
as phonon scatterers. The value of P& for the
four crystals in Fig. 16 is -130K. Also, all of
the possible resonances shown in Fig. 16 seem to
be effective, i.e. , none appear to be obviously for-
bidden by some selection rule. That there are
some selection rules operating in certain cases
for these one-phonon transitions can be seen from
the K Us T curves for TbsAL, O» in Figs. 5 and

9. From Table I it can be seen that this crystal
has a first excited state at 7= 4 cm ' or 5.SK.
However, there is no observable effect of this
transition on K in the 2 to 15K region. In Tb3Ga, O»
there is a minimum in z at 12K (see Figs. 8 and

10), which indicates a level of Tb' in the 2-8 cm
wave-number range. The optical study on
Tb,Ga, Ojg necessary to confirm this level has not
yet been done.

The optical studies in the far infrared show3 '

that the optical linewidths of the low-lying elec-
tronic levels of the ground-state manifold have a
half-width in the vicinity of d, P= 5 c'm '. If a 5-
cm ' wide band of phonons out of the total energy
spectrum between 0 and P~ were being scattered,
then the maximum reduction in z would be 5% or
less. Clearly, we see reductions in K of factors
of 10 or more. Thus we have affected phonons over
a large range of energies. This may come about
from the Gaussian or Lorentzian tails of the single
scattering resonance, "from the effects of normal

I.p

0.3

Ol

O.OI
IP 30 lpp

TEMPERATURE, K

I000

FIG. 15. Fractional population differences between
the electronic levels of the f shell of iona in DysoaP~2.
The four phonon scattering resonances are labeled accord-
ing to their energies in wave numbers cm ~.
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FIG. 16. Thermal resistivity vs temperature of four
different garnets. The possible phonon scattering reso-
nances are indicated by vertical arrows.

If a crystal is in an ordered magnetic state, then
quantum excitations of the magnetic lattice, i.e. ,
magnons, can transport thermal energy. The real
question about such a magnon thermal conductivity
is whether the mean free path of the magnons is
sufficiently large to provide a measureable contri-
bution to s From. '5&le VIII we see that DyIA1~0, ,
is the only rare-earth garnet with a N4el tempera-

processes'~'~ in the phonon-phonon interactions,
from neglected Raman processes, or some other
mechanism. Detailed calculations ami perhaps
further experiments are needed to clarify this prob-
lem.

J. Cooperative Effects

ture high enough to be studied with the present ap-
paratus. The lower-temperature limit of the data
is 2K. The results for Dy,A40, & are given in Fig.
5. In Fig. 5 we see that x varies about as T3 be-
low 4K. In Fig. 12 we have plotted «/T' for all
16 of the data points in the 2-6K range. The ver-
tical bars represent the + 5% accuracy of the mea-
surements. The solid curve in Fig. 12 is a good
fit to these data, and shows no anomaly in x through
the Neel point T„. Landau and Dixon' report a
minimum in w at T„. The dashed curve in Fig. 12
shows the largest anomaly that might be con-
structed from the present data. We do not think
that the data really warrant such an interpretation.
We conclude that if there is a magnon contribution
to K near T„, it is less than 10% of the lattice K,

and may be zero. Landau and Dixon do not state
how large their magnon contribution to ~ is in the
2-2. 5 K range.

The possible cooperative effects in YSFe,Ogp have
already been considered in Sec. V F.

Vl. OTHER RARE-EARTH GARNETS

%'e have not measured the x of any garnets of the
rare-earth tons Ce~, Prs', Nd~, Sm~, or Eui'.
The low-lying electronic levehs Of threw icms are
given in Table XI based on data~3~6'''~~~ from
the literature. It is kncnvn'~'i~ that Ce does not
form either Al or Ga garnets, whereas Pr, Nd,
Sm, and Eu form Ga but not Al garnets. If we con-
sider only the possible resonance transitioes for
phonons of energy less ihan Pc which is about'0'
90 cm ' for the gallium garnets, then from Table
XI we conclude that Pr~oaio, ~ should show pro-
nounced magnetic scattering effects trod Ro to
100K and that Nd, oa60& may shee somme at about
100K. The Sm36a,o,I and E~Q~O~ ga -~~ should
show little if any ~noetic Ictt4yriag.

TABLE XI. Energy levels of the low-lying multiplets of trivalent rare-earth has in go~».

Ion

Ce"

Nd+

Nd

Eu+
Eu+
Eu"
Eu"

Host crystal

YGaG

YAlG
YaaG

YAlG
YGaG

YAlG
YaaG
SmQaG

YA1G
YA1G
YQaG
YGaG

Multiplet

F61

'a4
H

'4]~
'Is)~
6
H512

6
H612

6&s) 2

'Fo
7F
7F
7F)

NLunber
of

levels

%ave numbers of
observed levels

Qm ')

0, 139,402

0, 19,50, 573, others &600
0, 23, 39,538, others +600

0, 133,201, 307,857
0, 80, 174, 240

0, 142, 251
0, 47, 136
0, 90, 190

0
286, 307, 455
0
307, 345, 388

Reference

122

123
123

23-25
26

124
124
39

32
32

125
125
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If the scattering cross section is large enough,
it might also be possible to see a magnetic scatter-
ing effect from Pr ' impurities in YSA150,z crystals
or Sm ' in YBGa~Q, ~ if the impurity-ion-to- Y ratio
is made as high' ' as 0.01-0.05. Similarly, Tb ',
Dy ', Ho ', and Tm ' impurities in Y~AlgOgp or
Y~Ga~O&~ should show the same effects. The pre-
vious experiments on the x of Nd -doped YSA1,0j&
showed no resonance-scattering-type dips in the z
vs T curves. The reason seems to be that Nd ' in

Y,A1,0,~ has no possible resonance transitions
starting from the ground state at energies less than
vc (see Table XI). The major effect4 of Nd on the
K of Y,A1,0,2 is probably due to mass-difference
scattering since Nd has a considerably larger
atomic mass than Y. A similar situation appears
to apply to the e measurements' on Nd '-doped
CaWO4. The electronic levels' of Nd" in CaWO4
all lie above v~=86 cm ', as determined' from
infrared and Raman data.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The study of the thermal conductivity of the rare-
earth aluminum and gallium garnets has shown that
in the nonmagnetic garnets the heat is carried by
phonons of energies from zero to some cutoff en-
ergy vz. The value of V& is approximately that of
the lowest optical-phonon branch of the crystal,
and is much lower than the phonon energy corres-
ponding to the Debye temperature, P~. Thi.s feature
accounts for the low thermal conductivity of all
nonmagnetic crystals of the garnet structure for
T & 30K. These crystals also have unusually low
thermal conductivities in the boundary-scattering
region where T & 10K. The explanation of this
behavior is not understood.

The magnetic garnets, i.e. , those in which the
rare-earth ions have partially filled 4f shells, can
be divided into two groups. In the first group are
the garnets of Gd and Yb where the lowest-lying
electronic lt,vel of the rare-earth ion lies at an
energy much greater than P~ above the ground state.
The thermal conductivity of these garnets is almost
identical to that of the nonmagnetic garnets. In
the second group of magnetic garnets, i. e. , those
of Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and Tm, there are electronic
levels of the ground-state manifold that have ener-
gies less than v~. In these garnets the thermal
conductivity is further suppressed by a magnetic
scattering which seems to be dominated by a one-
phonon resonance scattering process for those pho-
nons whose energies are equal to the energy dif-
ference between two electronic levels. The ef-
fectiveness of this magnetic scattering is largest
for Dy and decreases in the series Dy, Tb, Tm,
Er, and Ho. Its temperature dependence is closely
related to the thermally determined population dif-
ferences between the two levels involved in the

transition.
The natural garnet CasAl~Si, O,& and the synthetic

Y~Fe,O,~ behave essentially like the nonmagnetic
garnets. Impurities of Fe ' in both Y,Fe,O» and

in other natural garnets such as Mg,Al~Si30, ~ appear
to be responsible for some phonon scattering that
reduces the thermal conductivity.

APPENDIX

The values of the transverse acoustic or TA and

the longitudinal acoustic or LA phonon energies at
the Brillouin-zone boundary in the [100] direction
can be estimated for Y,A1,0». From the elastic
constants '" we can calculate the sound velocities

vz= (c„/p) ~ =8. 59X10' cm/sec,

vr = (c«/p) = 5. 03 X10' cm/sec.

We now assume the simplest dispersion curve pos-
sible"' for the acoustic branches, i.e. ,

l000

5 l2

800-

600-
'8

R

&~ 400-

Vg

'0 l 2 3 4
PHONON WAVE VECTOR, ci'

qsax

6xl0

FIG. 17. Schematic of the phonon energy in wave num-
bers vs phonon momentum in the [100]direction in
YSA150f2 The only optic branches shown are those that
are infrared active. The TA and LA branches are aver-
aged into a single acoustic branch.
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v = v sin-,'qa (Al) p „r= 2vr/va, c (A4)

where v is the phonon energy in wave numbers, q
is the phonon wave vector (= 2v/X), X is the phonon
wavelength, a is the lattice constant of the crystal,
v,„is the phonon energy at the zone boundary in
the [100] direction. Note q „=2v/ao in this bcc
crystal. The phase velocity of a phonon is just

dvv= 2wc-
dq

(A2)

where c is the velocity of light in free space. So
we get

v = —,
' (vaoc v „)cos —,

'
qao . (A2)

Near q=0 we have v equal to the sound velocity.
Thus we can get v „for transverse waves in terms
of the sound velocity v~ as

and similarly for v „I. The result for Y,Al, Off
in the [100]direction at the zone boundary is

max''= 152 cm ~maxL, = 89 cm '

An average value for acoustic phonons is

v „=—,'(2v „r+ v ~) = 110 cm ' . (A5)

This value is close to the lowest-infrared-active
mode at v= 123 cm-'. Hence we choose this latter
value as a convenient cutoff energy (see Fig. 17 for
a plot of the acoustic and optic~a phonons).

Since the garnets are close to being elastically
isotropic, the Pc values are almost the same for
all propagation directions in the crystal. Hence
our results for the [100] direction are generally
valid.
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Using the Adams-Gilbert local-orb}tais theory, accurate to first order in interatomic over-

lap, it has been possible to obtain self-consistent local oxbitals for several fcc alkali halide

crystals. ln this paper, results are reported for NaCl, NaBr, KCl, and KI. In this calcula-
tion, nearest neighbors are considered exactly while more dhitant ne&~hors are considered
in a point-ion mod1. The method of Hoothaan fs used So obtain the reealts. All relativistic
effcmts are neglected in this calculation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the introduction of exact localized-orbitals
theories by Adams' and Gilbert, i one has been given
a method capable of treating the exact self-consis-
tent Hartree-Fock problem for certain extended
systems. The Adams-Gilbert equation is in general
rather cumbersome and it is useful to simplify the
equation. A pseudopotential method of obt~&~&ng

such a simple local-orbitals equation has been pro-
posed by Anderson. ~ The author has suggested
that one can simplify the Adams-Gilbert equation

by expanding it in powers of interatomic overlap,
and retaining terms to first order. ' This seems
justified for such systems as the alkali halides
where the interatomic overlaps are typically of the
order 0. 1 or less. Previously we have reported
such solutions for the LiX crystals. Here, as
previously, we adopt the analytic Hartree-Fock
technique of Roothaan in a somewhat modified
form. In this present work, the calculations for
NaCl and Naar were performed using the same
computer code as were used in the work for the
lithium halide crystals. In the case of KC1 and KI,
a modified version of our previous code was used.
The chief effect of the modified code is to produce
single-particle energies with the error in the fath

or sixth significant figure rather than in the fourth
figure ~ was the case of the lithium halide crys-
tals. Differences of this sort are not significant for
most solid-state problems.

The local orbitals, which the author and, others
previously obtained for the LiX crystals, and also
the current results for NaC1 and NaBr have proven
useful for band-structure calculations. Calcula-
tions of elastic constants, using these local orbitals,
seem to improve the agreement between theory and
experiment with respect to computing the de&~on
from the Cauchy relations for the lithium be&des. 9

The general results of band calculations using
Hartree-rock theory and self-consistent local or-
bitals are in general in poor agreement with pre-
vious results for these materials. ' TMs is es-
pecially true for the Slater type of exchange or
modification of it. In general, the Hartree-Fock
results have valence bands which are substantially
broader than previous calculations led one to ex-
pect.

The computer codes used in this study were de-
veloped by the author for the IBM 360-V5 computer
at the University of illinois. In Sec. II, we pro-
vide a brief description of the local-orbitals tech-
nique and our numerical methods. In Sec. Ill, nu-
merical results are presented for NaCI, NaBr,


